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XI. Pseudopotential-based and all-electron relativistic basis sets
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New correlation consistent basis sets based on pseudopotential (PP) Hamiltonians have been devel-
oped from double- to quintuple-zeta quality for the late alkali (K–Fr) and alkaline earth (Ca–Ra)
metals. These are accompanied by new all-electron basis sets of double- to quadruple-zeta quality
that have been contracted for use with both Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) and eXact 2-Component
(X2C) scalar relativistic Hamiltonians. Sets for valence correlation (ms), cc-pVnZ-PP and cc-pVnZ-
(DK,DK3/X2C), in addition to outer-core correlation [valence + (m1)sp], cc-p(w)CVnZ-PP and
cc-pwCVnZ-(DK,DK3/X2C), are reported. The –PP sets have been developed for use with small-
core PPs [I. S. Lim et al., J. Chem. Phys. 122, 104103 (2005) and I. S. Lim et al., J. Chem. Phys. 124,
034107 (2006)], while the all-electron sets utilized second-order DKH Hamiltonians for 4s and 5s ele-
ments and third-order DKH for 6s and 7s. The accuracy of the basis sets is assessed through benchmark
calculations at the coupled-cluster level of theory for both atomic and molecular properties. Not sur-
prisingly, it is found that outer-core correlation is vital for accurate calculation of the thermodynamic
and spectroscopic properties of diatomic molecules containing these elements.© 2017 Author(s). All
article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC
BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5010587
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular electronic structure calculations are typically
carried out using one-particle basis sets of Gaussian-type func-
tions, and the incompleteness of this basis can be a major
source of error.1–3 Simply addressing this problem by using the
largest possible basis results in poor efficiency and is restric-
tive in terms of tractable system size; hence, families of basis
sets that systematically approach the complete basis set (CBS)
limit have been developed. This behavior can then be exploited
by extrapolating results in, for example, the maximum angular
momentum found in the basis (see Refs. 4 and 5, and ref-
erences therein). For highly correlated wave function based
methods, a common choice is the correlation consistent (cc)
basis sets originally introduced by Dunning,6 which are energy
optimized and use general contraction schemes for functions
describing occupied orbitals. Although cc basis sets are avail-
able for nearly all elements in the periodic table, for the alkali
(group 1) and alkaline earth (group 2) metals, all-electron cc
basis sets are only available for Li, Be, Na, Mg, and Ca.7,8 The
present contribution focuses on the heavier s-block elements,
extending cc basis set coverage to the entire block. It should
be noted that preliminary cc sets paired to pseudopotentials
(PPs) for the alkaline earth metals Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra have
been briefly reported in Ref. 9, these sets have been subject
to minor revision herein and are described and validated in
significant detail.
a)Electronic addresses: grant.hill@sheffield.ac.uk and kipeters@wsu.edu
Molecules containing heavier alkali and alkaline earth
metals are currently of interest due to possible applications
within the field of ultracold (<1 mK) chemistry. In addition
to quantum controlled chemistry, where ultracold conditions
and external fields allow specific reactions to be carried out,10
such molecules could also be invaluable in quantum infor-
mation processing or portable atomic/molecular clocks.11,12
Some examples of recent developments in the field include
the production of ultracold RbCs,13 the laser cooling of CaF,14
and interspecies Penning ionization.15 In addition to sophisti-
cated experiments, theoretical work is fundamental to devel-
oping a greater understanding of the behavior of atoms and
molecules in the ultracold regime. For example, the calcula-
tion of accurate potential energy surfaces directs experimental
effort in using stimulated Raman adiabatic passage to produce
ultracold molecules.16 Several of these elements are also of
interest in nuclear chemistry, such as Cs playing a role in the
nuclear fuel cycle, and both Fr and Ra are found in uranium
ores.
There are very few existing basis sets for the 7s (Fr and Ra)
elements, especially when considering only those designed for
correlated calculations. Sets paired to PPs are restricted to the
CRENBL set of Christiansen and co-workers17 and the roughly
quadruple-zeta quality ECP78MDF set of Lim et al.18,19 For
all-electron calculations, the atomic natural orbital (ANO)
basis sets of Roos and co-workers,20 denoted ANO-RCC,
the Dirac-Coulomb relativistic correlation consistent sets of
Dyall,21 and the Sapporo natural orbital based segmented con-
tracted Gaussian (NOSeC) sets of Noro et al. are available in
a range of sizes from DZ to QZ.22 The former are designed for
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use with the second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) Hamil-
tonian and the latter for third-order DKH. In addition to the
above basis sets, there are a number of notable sets avail-
able for the 4s–6s s-block elements. Those paired to PPs
include the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) double
zeta basis, denoted LANL2DZ,23 and the uncontracted revised
basis LANL08.24 The segmented contracted DZ through QZ
quality sets of Weigend and Ahlrichs (often referred to as the
def2 family of basis sets) are paired to Wood-Boring type PPs
for the 5s and 6s elements, with all-electron sets for 4s.25 More
recently, these sets for 5s and 6s were reoptimized for Dirac-
Fock PPs and are denoted dhf-n(Z)VP.26 All-electron scalar
relativistic sets for use with the eXact 2-Component (X2C)
Hamiltonian,27,28 which act as counterparts to the def2 basis
sets, are also available at DZ and TZ quality.29
In the present work, correlation consistent basis sets are
presented for the heavy group 1 (K, Rb, Cs, and Fr) and group
2 (Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra) atoms. A series of basis sets paired to
the small-core pseudopotentials of Lim et al.18,19 are denoted
cc-pVnZ-PP (n = D, T, Q, 5), and a separate series of all-
electron basis sets ranging from double- to quadruple-zeta in
quality are also described. The latter have been contracted for
use with the DKH Hamiltonian (basis sets denoted cc-pVnZ-
DK for 2nd-order DKH and cc-pVnZ-DK3 for 3rd order) and
for the X2C Hamiltonian (cc-pVnZ-X2C). In addition to the
above sets optimized for the treatment of valence (ms) electron
correlation, sets for the recovery of the (m1)sp correlation
effects are also presented.
II. GENERAL COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The molpro system of ab initio programs was used for
all calculations in this work,30,31 together with pure spheri-
cal harmonic angular momentum basis functions. All orbitals
from HF calculations were symmetry equivalenced, generally
through a state-averaged multiconfigurational self-consistent
field (MCSCF) approach. Basis sets in this work that are
paired to pseudopotentials (PPs) use the small core, multi-
configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock-adjusted parameters of Lim
et al.,18,19 which replace 10 electrons for K and Ca, 28 elec-
trons for Rb and Sr, 46 electrons for Cs and Ba, and 78 electrons
for Fr and Ra.
III. BASIS SET DEVELOPMENT
A. Hartree-Fock primitive sets
Just as in the correlation consistent basis sets for the lighter
group 1 and 2 elements,7 the exponents of the s functions
within the HF primitives paired to PPs were optimized for the
electronic ground state of the neutral atoms. The p functions
for group 1 and 2 elements were optimized for the 2P and 3P
excited states, respectively. For the group 2 elements, expo-
nents of d functions were optimized for the excited 3D state.
Attempts to optimize d functions in an analogous fashion for
group 1 (i.e., for the 2D state at the HF level) led to expo-
nents that were too diffuse. Initial testing demonstrated that a
relatively tight, contracted HF-like d function was, however,
necessary for a reasonable description of the spectroscopic
properties of group 1 diatomic molecules. The exponents of
the d primitives in this case were hence optimized at the CCSD
level for the homonuclear diatomic molecule. Using an iter-
ative procedure as in Ref. 32, two of the exponents were
optimized for core-valence correlation (including all electrons
not replaced by the PP), while the remaining exponents were
optimized concurrently with only the outermost s electrons
(defined as valence herein) correlated. The only exceptions
were for K with zeta levels greater than two, when three core-
valence exponents were required. The compositions of the
resulting HF primitive sets are provided in the supplemen-
tary material. These primitive sets were then contracted to
[2s2p1d] in a general contraction scheme using atomic orbital
coefficients. The s and first p contraction coefficients were
determined for the ground state, while the coefficients for the
remaining contractions were taken from different states: the
second (valence) p for the lowest lying 2P or 3P states (for
group 1 and 2, respectively), and the d from the 2D or 3D
states.
The HF primitives for the all-electron basis sets took the
primitives of Dyall21 as a starting point, which were opti-
mized in 4-component Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculations using
the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian and a finite nucleus model.
In particular, the latter avoids the exceedingly large exponents
that arise in optimizations with the typical point charge model.
In a similar fashion to the lanthanide correlation consistent
basis sets,33 the innermost exponents of the s and p functions
from Dyall’s sets were kept fixed for K and Ca, innermost s, p,
and d for Rb, Sr, Cs, and Ba, and the innermost s, p, d, and f for
Fr and Ra. The exponents roughly corresponding to the outer
two radial maxima of the valence orbitals were then reopti-
mized at the HF level; this typically corresponded to the five
most diffuse exponents in each shell at DZ, seven at TZ, and
nine at QZ. All of these exponents were reoptimized using a
point charge nucleus model. For K–Sr, the second-order DKH
Hamiltonian (DKH2) was used, with Cs–Ra using the third-
order DKH Hamiltonian (DKH3). This choice is based upon
previous work demonstrating that for elements beyond Z = 81,
third-order DKH or greater should be used,34,35 as well as to
treat elements within a given row of the periodic table equally.
DKH basis sets for Ca have been developed previously and
briefly reported in Ref. 8, but the decision was taken to produce
new sets for Ca such that every all-electron scalar relativistic
correlation consistent basis set for the heavy group 1 and 2
elements is consistent in design, development, and optimiza-
tion. In all cases, the exponents of the s and d functions (the
latter not for K and Ca) were optimized for the ground states,
with the p functions optimized for the 2P or 3P states. An addi-
tional single set of diffuse p functions (optimized for the 2P
state) were added for group 1 elements, with the exceptions
of all K sets and the QZ set for Fr. To describe the relatively
low-lying 2D or 3D states, three or four additional diffuse d
functions were also added. For group 2 elements, these func-
tions were optimized for the 3D state at the HF level, while
for group 1 elements, optimizations were carried out for the
homonuclear diatomic at the CCSD level in a similar fashion
to the PP based sets. The compositions of the primitive sets
are tabulated in the supplementary material, and these primi-
tives were then contracted, using a general contraction scheme,
using two different methods: the appropriate order DKH
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Hamiltonian and the X2C Hamiltonian. The resulting con-
tracted basis set compositions were [4s3p1d] for 4s elements,
[5s4p2d] for 5s elements, [6s5p3d] for 6s elements, and
[7s6p4d1f] for 7s elements. The atomic orbital coefficients
used in the contractions mostly correspond to those of the
ground state, but the outermost p contraction used coefficients
from the 2P or 3P state with 2D or 3D states used for the
outermost d contraction.
B. Correlating functions—Valence correlation
As group 1 elements possess only a single valence elec-
tron, it is not possible to use atomic energies for the opti-
mization of valence correlating functions. Instead the homonu-
clear diatomics have been used for group 1 unless otherwise
stated. It was also found that more reliable valence correlat-
ing functions were obtained for the heavy group 2 elements
by employing optimizations on the metal hydrides. To deter-
mine the correlation consistent groupings of higher angular
momentum functions, coupled cluster singles and doubles
(CCSD) optimizations were carried out with the PP-based
contracted 5Z HF primitives described above for Ca, Sr,
Ba, and Ra. Even-tempered expansions were used to reduce
the number of optimization variables in each shell to two.36
Figure 1 shows the incremental correlation energy lower-
ing from adding successive functions in each shell for the
Ba atom. Analogous plots for the other elements displayed
the same trends and are not reproduced here. In addition to
the contracted HF functions, the Ba and Ra basis sets also
had a single fixed tight-f function that is described in detail
below.
The pattern of the correlation energy recovery displayed
in Fig. 1 is similar to that seen for Mg in Ref. 7, indicating
that the typical correlation consistent groupings of 1d for DZ,
2d1f for TZ, 3d2f1g for QZ, and 4d3f2g1h for 5Z are also
suitable choices for the elements considered in the present
FIG. 1. Contribution of angular momentum functions to the CCSD correla-
tion energy in the electronic ground state of the Ba atom.
investigation. A close examination of the incremental correla-
tion energies suggests that alternative groupings could also be
made as, for example, the first g function contributes approx-
imately the same amount of correlation energy as the second
d function and could be included in a TZ set. A decision was
taken in this work to adopt the same groupings as in the p-block
elements,6,37 both to ensure balanced descriptions of differ-
ent atoms and to prevent unnecessarily high computational
cost.
With correlation consistent groupings established, expo-
nents for each shell could then be optimized. For s, p, and d
functions, it was possible to obtain these from the HF primitive
sets, in the manner described below. For the 6s and 7s elements,
it was necessary to include a contracted tight-f function at TZ or
higher level to provide inner-shell polarization. The exponents
within the contraction were optimized for the metal hydride
(using the cc-pVQZ basis for hydrogen). For 7s elements with
PP based sets, this meant concurrently optimizing two expo-
nents for core-valence (6s6p+7s) and one for valence only (2/1)
at the TZ level, 3/1at QZ, and 4/1 at 5Z. For 6s elements, the
analogous pattern was 3/1 (TZ), 4/1 (QZ), and 5/1 (5Z). The
resulting exponents were then contracted using atomic natural
orbital coefficients calculated at the configuration interaction
singles and doubles (CISD) level of theory.38 In addition to
the contracted f-type function, the required number of f-type
correlating functions was also included by uncontracting the
most diffuse primitives. A similar process was undertaken for
the all-electron basis sets, with the major exception that f-
type functions for 7s elements were added to the previously
optimized HF f-type primitives, and that the CISD ANO coef-
ficients were calculated by correlating only the 6sp and 7s
electrons.
Following previous correlation consistent basis sets,6 the
correlating functions for s, p, and d angular momenta use the
same exponents as the primitives within the HF sets, i.e., a
number of functions are uncontracted in a way that strikes
a balance between the errors in the HF and correlation ener-
gies (the latter evaluated from the energy calculated using fully
optimized functions). An additional s function was also uncon-
tracted for the PP-based sets as single uncontracted primitive
functions recover less correlation energy when using PPs than
in the all-electron case.37,39,40 This was also tested for p func-
tions, but the incremental correlation energy lowering was
small and extra uncontracted p primitives were not included
in the current case. The resulting total correlating functions
uncontracted from the HF primitives for the PP based sets
were (2s1p1d), (3s2p2d), (4s3p3d), and (5s4p4d) for DZ-5Z,
respectively. The final compositions of the valence correlat-
ing basis sets developed in this work are presented in Table
I for the cc-pVnZ-PP sets and in Table S3 in the supple-
mentary material for the all-electron scalar-relativistic sets.
Relative to the preliminary versions of these basis sets for
the heavy group 2 elements that were briefly described in
Ref. 9, the cc-pVnZ-PP sets presented in the current work
uncontract a single additional s function. The exponents of
the primitives and the contraction coefficients remain the
same.
Long-range interactions are likely to be of interest
in systems containing alkali and alkaline earth metals;
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TABLE I. Compositions of the contracted valence correlating PP based cor-
relation consistent basis sets developed in this work for the group 1 and 2
elements.a
Atoms
Basis set K, Ca, Rb, Sr Cs, Ba, Fr, Ra
cc-pVDZ-PP [4s3p2d] [4s3p2d]
cc-pVTZ-PP [5s4p3d1f] [5s4p3d2f]
cc-pVQZ-PP [6s5p4d2f1g] [6s5p4d3f1g]
cc-pV5Z-PP [7s6p5d3f2g1h] [7s6p5d4f2g1h]
aSee Table S3 in the supplementary material for the corresponding compositions of the
all-electron basis sets.
hence, additional diffuse functions have been determined
for each basis set to produce sets denoted aug-cc-pVnZ-PP,
aug-cc-pVnZ-DK,DK3, and aug-cc-pVnZ-X2C. For the s and
p shells, the exponents of these additional diffuse functions
correspond to an even-tempered extension of the valence cor-
relating basis based upon the two most diffuse exponents
in that shell. For higher angular momenta, the exponent of
the additional function is equal to the most diffuse exponent
in the existing set divided by 2.5. Overall, a single addi-
tional function is added to each shell present in the standard
valence basis set. This procedure was found to be more reli-
able than explicit optimization as was used previously for
the lighter elements. These same diffuse functions can be
used with the core-valence correlating basis sets described
below.
C. Correlating functions—Core-valence correlation,
(m−1)sp
Two common methods of adding functions appropriate
for core and core-valence correlation effects to standard corre-
lation consistent basis sets have been established. The original
method,41 generally denoted cc-pCVnZ, optimizes additional
functions using the sum of the core-core and core-valence
(CV) correlation energies as the objective function. A sec-
ond approach produces weighted core-valence basis sets, cc-
pwCVnZ, by including only 1% of the core-core correlation
energy, which is summed with the total core-valence contribu-
tion. It has been found that this weighted approach improves
the rate of basis set convergence to the CBS limit with respect
to computed thermodynamic and spectroscopic properties.42
In this work, both variants, cc-pCVnZ-PP and cc-pwCVnZ-PP,
have been developed for PP based sets, and only weighted core-
valence, cc-pwCVnZ-DK,DK3 and cc-pwCVnZ-X2C, for the
all-electron sets. In general, the number of functions added
at each zeta-level is (1s1p1d) for DZ, (2s2p2d1f) for TZ,
(3s3p3d2f1g) for QZ, and (4s4p4d3f2g1h) for 5Z. The addi-
tional exponents were optimized at the CCSD level for the
ground state of the neutral atom. To prevent linear dependency
problems, at the cc-p(w)CV5Z-PP level, the second HF s and p
contracted functions were removed. For the 6s and 7s elements,
it was also necessary to remove the contracted d and f functions
and to remove the primitive exponents corresponding to the
tightest four d and three f functions (that is, those that are being
replaced by the specific core-valence correlating functions). In
the case of the PP-based basis sets for heavy group 2 elements,
the exponents of the core-valence correlating functions were
re-optimized from those briefly reported in Ref. 9, due to the
addition of the extra s valence correlating functions detailed
above.
Initial testing of the weighted CV basis sets showed that
the convergence of spectroscopic properties for diatomics
including barium did not meet the expected trend; cc-
pwCVQZ-PP results were closer to cc-pwCVTZ-PP than
to cc-pwCV5Z-PP. To ameliorate this problem, all of the
f and g functions in the cc-pwCVQZ-PP basis were opti-
mized in the wCV manner, including those that had previ-
ously been held fixed at their optimal valence-only values.
The tight-f function described above was also retained. Sim-
ilarly, all of the f, g, and h exponents in the cc-pwCV5Z-
PP basis were (re-)optimized following the wCV proce-
dure. To avoid linear dependency problems with the Ca
cc-pwCVQZ-DK set, the exponent of the tightest valence-
correlating function was also optimized for wCV. The all-
electron barium sets also required some modifications to show
the desired convergence characteristics. First, an additional
f function was added to the cc-pVQZ-(DK3/X2C) set and
included in the ANO contraction such that the contraction
was then composed of 5 core-correlating functions and a
single valence-only function. Second, for the cc-pwCVQZ-
(DK3/X2C) set, these f primitives were all included in their
uncontracted form, and all of the g functions (re-)optimized for
wCV.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Atomic benchmark calculations
For the group 1 elements, ionization potentials and elec-
tron affinities have been calculated using the PP-based basis
sets developed in this work and are presented in Table II.
Although CCSD with perturbative triples, CCSD(T), was gen-
erally used to obtain these properties, calculations using the
standard “valence-only” basis sets used a frozen core defi-
nition that meant only the ms electrons were correlated and
hence the level of theory is equivalent to HF or CCSD for
group 1 and 2, respectively. For the sake of brevity, the cc-
pVnZ-PP basis sets are abbreviated to VnZ-PP in Table II,
with additional diffuse functions signified by the prefix “a,”
and core-valence functions with the usual C or wC prefix. Cal-
culations using core-valence basis sets correlated all electrons
not replaced by the PP. The ionization potentials calculated
with the VnZ-PP basis sets show very little dependence on
basis sets and their large deviation from experimental values
is due to the large errors from the frozen core approxima-
tion in these cases. Correlation of the outer core electrons
greatly improves the calculated ionization potentials, converg-
ing rapidly when TZ or larger basis sets are used. Using the
weighted core-valence basis sets as opposed to those from
the CVnZ-PP sets accelerates convergence towards the limit.
For example, the error relative to experiment for the ioniza-
tion potential of K is 2.9 kcal mol1 using the cc-pCVDZ-
PP basis, but this is reduced to 1.9 kcal mol1 when cc-
pwCVDZ-PP is used. The agreement between the experiment
and largest basis set result, aug-cc-pwCV5Z-PP, is typically
excellent, at roughly 0.1 kcal mol1. But, the calculated result
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TABLE II. Ionization potentials (IP/kcal mol1) and electron affinities (EA/kcal mol1) at the CCSD(T) level of
theory for the alkali metals K–Fr.
K Rb Cs Fr
Basisa IP EA IP EA IP EA IP EA
VDZ-PP 92.92 10.37 87.75 9.85 80.58 9.51 82.26 8.76
VTZ-PP 92.93 10.82 87.72 10.25 80.53 9.87 82.17 9.36
VQZ-PP 92.93 10.88 87.72 10.66 80.54 10.07 82.16 9.49
V5Z-PP 92.93 11.11 87.72 10.78 80.53 10.23 82.15 9.55
aVDZ-PP 92.93 11.36 87.75 10.78 80.58 10.23 82.25 9.75
aVTZ-PP 92.93 11.42 87.72 10.87 80.53 10.29 82.17 9.86
aVQZ-PP 92.93 11.44 87.72 10.88 80.54 10.32 82.16 9.89
aV5Z-PP 92.93 11.45 87.72 10.89 80.53 10.33 82.15 9.90
CVDZ-PP 97.24 10.43 92.09 10.08 84.87 9.86 86.89 9.48
CVTZ-PP 99.32 10.92 95.10 10.52 89.24 10.41 91.89 10.46
CVQZ-PP 99.88 11.03 95.91 10.95 89.55 10.57 92.27 10.60
CV5Z-PP 100.13 11.24 96.08 11.07 89.70 10.73 92.57 10.70
wCVDZ-PP 98.20 10.35 92.50 10.07 85.14 9.87 87.06 9.52
wCVTZ-PP 99.88 10.97 95.86 10.60 89.51 10.44 92.20 10.50
wCVQZ-PP 100.18 11.07 96.22 11.00 89.87 10.64 92.74 10.70
wCV5Z-PP 100.23 11.25 96.22 11.09 89.87 10.76 92.73 10.75
awCVDZ-PP 98.28 11.29 92.61 10.89 85.27 10.47 87.21 10.28
awCVTZ-PP 99.89 11.43 95.87 11.06 89.52 10.70 92.21 10.79
awCVQZ-PP 100.19 11.50 96.23 11.15 89.87 10.80 92.74 10.93
awCV5Z-PP 100.23 11.53 96.22 11.17 89.87 10.83 92.73 10.95
Experimentb 100.10 11.56 96.32 11.21 89.80 10.88 93.88 11.32c
aOnly the ms valence electrons are correlated for VnZ-PP and aVnZ-PP. All other calculations also correlate the (m1)sp electrons.
bReferences 44–47.
cTheoretical data from Ref. 48.
for the ionization potential of Fr underestimates the exper-
imental value by 1.15 kcal mol1.43 Some reasons for this
relatively large difference are discussed below, but it is pos-
sible to rule out errors related to the pseudopotential, as the
ionization potential calculated with the aug-cc-pwCVQZ-DK3
basis and the third-order DKH Hamiltonian is 92.65 kcal
mol1, in excellent agreement with the aug-cc-pwCVQZ-PP
result.
The electron affinities of the group 1 elements shown in
Table II demonstrate that augmentation of the basis sets with
extra diffuse functions is necessary for good agreement with
experiment. This is somewhat unsurprising as accurate calcu-
lation of electron affinities was the motivation for the original
aug-cc-pVnZ family of basis sets;49 however, it is reassur-
ing for this effect to be reinforced in the current case. It can
be seen that as we move down group 1, the effect of corre-
lating the outer-core electrons (comparing aug-cc-pV5Z-PP
with aug-cc-pwCV5Z-PP) on the electron affinity increases,
from +0.08 kcal mol1 for K to +1.05 kcal mol1 for Fr.
Agreement with experiment when using aug-cc-pwCV5Z-PP
is again excellent in all cases except Fr, where no experimental
data are available and the theoretical intermediate Hamilto-
nian Fock-space value of Landau et al. is used as Ref. 48.
The largest basis set value from the present work is only
0.37 kcal mol1 lower than that of Landau, which may be
attributable to the latter only including correlation at the CCSD
level.
The first and second ionization potentials for the group 2
elements Ca–Ra have been calculated at the CCSD(T) level
of theory and are presented in Table III. Electron affinities
for these atoms are very small; hence, second ionization
potentials are used to demonstrate the performance of the
basis sets developed in this work and to provide comparison
with the lighter group 2 elements Be and Mg.7 Correlat-
ing the (m1)sp electrons is again vital for good agreement
with experimental data, and the weighted core-valence sets
produce a more rapid convergence towards the limit com-
pared to CVnZ. As with group 1, the largest deviations from
experiment occur for the 7s element (Ra), but it should be
noted that the present aug-cc-pwCV5Z-PP results for that
element are in good agreement with the four-component
relativistic Dirac-Coulomb CCSD(T) results of Lim and
Schwerdtfeger.50
To demonstrate the performance of the new all-electron
relativistic basis sets, first ionization potentials are presented
at the CCSD(T) level in Table IV. Based upon the analysis
of the results for PP-based sets, only results using the aug-cc-
pwCVnZ-DK basis sets (aug-pwCVnZ-DK3 for Cs-Ra) are
included. A comparison with Tables II and III shows that gen-
erally the all-electron DZ results are closer to the experimental
values than the equivalent PP-based sets, but TZ and QZ are
slightly further from experiment. This may indicate that the
PP approximation is introducing minor errors that are for-
tuitously closer to experiment in the TZ and QZ cases. In
the case of Fr, the (m1)d HF (DK3) orbitals have energies
of approximately 2.5 hartrees, in good agreement with the
numerical relativistic Dirac-Fock results of Desclaux,51 indi-
cating their correlation may be important. To test the effect
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TABLE III. First and second ionization potentials (kcal mol1) at the CCSD(T) level of theory for the alkaline
earth metals Ca–Ra.
Ca Sr Ba Ra
Basisa IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2 IP1 IP2
VDZ-PP 136.49 262.33 125.50 240.87 113.54 216.08 112.94 217.61
VTZ-PP 136.87 262.29 125.83 240.80 113.79 216.09 113.19 217.61
VQZ-PP 136.92 262.32 125.93 240.83 113.80 216.18 113.36 217.64
V5Z-PP 136.96 262.30 125.97 240.79 113.88 216.08 113.44 217.53
aVDZ-PP 136.55 262.32 125.56 240.86 113.60 216.09 113.00 217.62
aVTZ-PP 136.88 262.29 125.84 240.80 113.80 216.09 113.22 217.61
aVQZ-PP 136.92 262.32 125.94 240.83 113.81 216.17 113.37 217.63
aV5Z-PP 136.96 262.30 125.97 240.79 113.89 216.08 113.44 217.53
CVDZ-PP 138.92 270.34 128.21 248.46 116.53 224.25 116.47 225.53
CVTZ-PP 140.33 272.87 130.24 252.43 119.27 229.34 119.94 231.60
CVQZ-PP 140.88 273.75 130.82 253.52 119.53 229.69 120.22 232.03
CV5Z-PP 141.11 274.06 131.09 253.83 119.75 229.99 120.55 232.47
wCVDZ-PP 139.03 270.64 128.31 248.64 116.55 224.28 116.54 225.59
wCVTZ-PP 140.62 273.41 130.61 253.18 119.34 229.48 120.03 231.79
wCVQZ-PP 141.04 274.04 131.06 253.89 119.67 229.95 120.57 232.53
wCV5Z-PP 141.17 274.16 131.15 253.95 119.82 230.11 120.65 232.61
awCVDZ-PP 139.12 270.74 128.39 248.80 116.63 224.44 116.64 225.77
awCVTZ-PP 140.64 273.42 130.62 253.20 119.35 229.49 120.04 231.80
awCVQZ-PP 141.05 274.04 131.07 253.89 119.77 230.06 120.58 232.54
awCV5Z-PP 141.17 274.16 131.16 253.95 119.84 230.12 120.66 232.62
Experimentb 140.97 273.77 131.33 254.36 120.18 230.69 121.72 234.00
aOnly the ms valence electrons are correlated for VnZ-PP and aVnZ-PP. All other calculations also correlate the (m1)sp electrons.
bReference 44.
of this (m1)d correlation on the first ionization potentials of
the 7s elements, ad hoc basis sets were created by simply
uncontracting all of the d and f primitives in the aug-cc-
pwCVnZ-DK3 basis sets and including the relevant orbitals
in the CCSD(T) correlation treatment. The ionization poten-
tials for Fr became 90.33, 92.80, and 93.29 kcal mol1 with
DZ, TZ, and QZ basis sets, respectively, with the analogous
Ra ionization potentials calculated to be 117.96, 120.41, and
120.92 kcal mol1. These modest improvements of roughly
0.5 kcal mol1 relative to results presented in Table IV indicate
that (m1)d correlation may be important when calculating, for
example, thermochemistry of 7s elements; however, it should
be noted that these orbitals are replaced by the PP when using
ECP78MDF.18,19
B. Molecular calculations
For representative molecular benchmark properties,
CCSD(T) calculations have been carried out on three diatomics
for each element. Molecules including group 1 elements cor-
respond to the homonuclear diatomic M2, the fluoride MF, and
the hydride MH. For group 2 elements, the molecules consid-
ered are the oxide MO, fluoride, and hydride. For open-shell
systems, an ROHF reference is used, with a spin unrestricted
treatment at the coupled-cluster level. Calculations with PP
Hamiltonians used the cc-pVnZ and cc-p(w)CVnZ sequences
of basis sets for non-metal heteroatoms in valence-only and
core-valence calculations, respectively.6,41,42 Both DK and
X2C relativistic calculations used the cc-pVnZ-DK series of
basis sets for H, O and F.52 All fluorine basis sets were aug-
mented with additional diffuse functions (aug-)49 to allow
additional flexibility in the description of potentially ionic
charge distributions. In all cases, the equilibrium bond length
(re), harmonic frequency (ωe), and dissociation energy (De)
were produced for the ground electronic states from near-
equilibrium potential energy curves (seven energy points fit
with a sixth-order polynomial) and a subsequent Dunham anal-
ysis.53 Estimates of the CBS limit values were obtained by
extrapolating QZ and 5Z data, using the procedure of Karton
and Martin for the HF energy,54 and the `−3max based formula
for the total correlation energy.55,56
TABLE IV. First ionization potentials (kcal mol1) at the CCSD(T) level using all-electron relativistic basis sets.a
Basis K Ca Rb Sr Cs Ba Fr Ra
awCVDZ-DK 97.68 139.08 93.77 129.12 87.11 117.35 90.28 117.73
awCVTZ-DK 99.66 140.32 95.69 130.52 88.88 118.98 92.23 119.86
awCVQZ-DK 99.86 140.71 95.97 130.90 89.12 119.39 92.65 120.40
aK–Sr calculated using DKH2 (awCVnZ-DK), Cs-Ra using DKH3 (awCVnZ-DK3). Only the valence and (m1)sp electrons are
correlated.
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TABLE V. CCSD(T) valence-only spectroscopic constants of diatomic
molecules containing Rb or Fr.
Molecule Basis set re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
Rb2 cc-pVDZ-PP 4.5197 51.0 10.11
cc-pVTZ-PP 4.5127 52.7 10.91
cc-pVQZ-PP 4.5111 52.9 11.03
cc-pV5Z-PP 4.5112 52.9 11.06
CBS 4.5114 52.9 11.08
Experiment 4.209957 59.158 11.4259
RbF cc-pVDZ-PP 2.3474 349.8 77.98
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.3129 370.2 70.04
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.2951 373.3 68.87
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.2982 368.0 69.30
CBS 2.3041 362.9 69.76
Experimenta 2.2703 376 119.9b
RbH cc-pVDZ-PP 2.4822 859.2 34.08
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.4656 893.1 40.31
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.4679 892.4 41.75
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.4713 884.8 42.06
CBS 2.4741 880.3 42.35
Experimenta 2.367 936.9 41.6960
Fr2 cc-pVDZ-PP 5.0836 27.0 7.77
cc-pVTZ-PP 5.0723 28.3 8.58
cc-pVQZ-PP 5.0616 28.5 8.76
cc-pV5Z-PP 5.0627 28.5 8.80
CBS 5.0640 28.5 8.83
Theoreticalc 4.698 33 9.29
FrF cc-pVDZ-PP 2.5541 315.3 76.99
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.5041 349.2 72.60
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.4970 350.4 70.05
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.4892 353.6 70.45
CBS 2.4861 356.2 70.65
Theoreticalc 2.417 339 115.19
FrH cc-pVDZ-PP 2.7148 810.9 31.94
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.6946 836.3 38.25
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.6993 833.2 39.90
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.7026 828.1 40.36
CBS 2.7065 823.3 40.68
Theoreticalc 2.553 901 35.56
aAll experimental data from Ref. 62 unless otherwise stated.
bD0 from Ref. 61.
cPrevious CCSD(T) results from Ref. 22.
1. Valence correlation
The calculated spectroscopic constants of the selected
diatomic molecules with only the valence electrons correlated
(ms electrons for group 1 or 2 elements) are shown in Table V
for molecules containing Rb and Fr and in Table VI for Ca and
Ba. Analogous data tables for K, Cs, Sr, and Ra are presented
in the supplementary material.
The spectroscopic constants for valence-only correla-
tion in Tables V and VI show reasonably smooth conver-
gence towards the CBS limit for the dissociation energy, but
the DZ values can be quite far away; for example, the cc-
pVDZ-PP De for BaO is greater than 30 kcal/mol below
the limit. More importantly, comparison of the calculated
CBS spectroscopic constants with experimental data indicates
a number of large discrepancies; for group 1 homonuclear
dimers, the equilibrium bond lengths are overestimated by
0.2–0.5 Å, MF dissociation energies underestimated by around
TABLE VI. CCSD(T) valence-only spectroscopic constants of diatomic
molecules containing Ca or Ba.
Molecule Basis set re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
CaO cc-pVDZ-PP 1.9788 494.6 64.51
cc-pVTZ-PP 1.9393 594.6 74.97
cc-pVQZ-PP 1.9245 638.8 81.23
cc-pV5Z-PP 1.9230 645.9 83.59
CBS 1.9209 656.8 85.39
Experimenta 1.8221 732.1 95.1b
CaF cc-pVDZ-PP 1.9835 583.6 99.15
cc-pVTZ-PP 1.9711 570.1 92.60
cc-pVQZ-PP 1.9596 578.8 93.20
cc-pV5Z-PP 1.9563 581.6 93.05
CBS 1.9541 583.9 92.76
Experimenta 1.967 581.1 126.4c
CaH cc-pVDZ-PP 2.0503 1251.6 34.79
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.0517 1274.1 40.17
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.0502 1273.3 41.34
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.0506 1272.8 41.70
CBS 2.0518 1271.0 41.99
Experimenta 2.0025 1298.3 39.2
BaO cc-pVDZ-PP 2.0887 655.5 62.39
cc-pVTZ-PP 1.9783 677.7 83.34
cc-pVQZ-PP 1.9770 679.9 86.97
cc-pV5Z-PP 1.9652 678.9 91.30
CBS 1.9653 676.9 93.06
Experimenta 1.9397 669.8 130.8d
BaF cc-pVDZ-PP 2.2543 456.3 100.04
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.2099 466.1 96.69
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.1974 469.6 95.63
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.1905 471.1 95.92
CBS 2.1899 470.9 94.24
Experimenta 2.162 468.9 134.4e
BaH cc-pVDZ-PP 2.3529 1094.6 38.33
cc-pVTZ-PP 2.3296 1117.7 45.52
cc-pVQZ-PP 2.3294 1119.2 46.90
cc-pV5Z-PP 2.3304 1107.8 47.43
CBS 2.3327 1101.9 47.76
Experimenta 2.231963 1168.463 46.764
aAll experimental data from Ref. 62 unless otherwise stated.
bD0 from Ref. 65.
cD0 from Ref. 66.
dD0 from Ref. 67.
eD0 from Ref. 68.
50 kcal mol1, and underestimation of MH vibrational fre-
quencies can be in the region of 60 cm1. Clearly these are
unacceptable levels of agreement, which is due to the def-
inition of the frozen-core approximation for these group 1
and 2 elements. In 1986, Bauschlicher et al. noted that the
(m1)sp outer core electrons should be correlated to obtain
useful results for the alkali and alkaline-earth monohydrox-
ides,69 with a similar finding noted more recently by Neese
and co-workers.70 Iron et al. also observed that neglecting
to correlate the 3s3p for small K and Ca compounds leads
“to erratic results at best.”71 This effect goes beyond that
expected simply due to core-core and core-valence correla-
tion, as in a number of cases, molecular orbitals formed as a
linear combination of outer-core orbitals from the metal with
valence orbitals from the heteroatom are treated as (frozen-)
core orbitals in the post-HF calculation. Molecular benchmark
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TABLE VII. CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for KF, with all K electrons
(that are not replaced by a pseudopotential) correlated. Values in parentheses
indicate the effect of the core-valence correlation relative to a frozen-core
calculation.
Basis set re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
cc-pCVDZ-PP 2.2270 (+0.0059) 407.2 (3.0) 111.57 (+20.48)
cc-pCVTZ-PP 2.1925 (0.0013) 416.0 (+0.3) 114.90 (+33.35)
cc-pCVQZ-PP 2.1774 (0.0063) 422.8 (+2.3) 117.04 (+38.13)
cc-pCV5Z-PP 2.1734 (0.0085) 424.9 (+3.2) 117.71 (+39.99)
CBS 2.1695 (0.0109) 426.9 (+4.2) 118.43 (+41.93)
cc-pwCVDZ-PP 2.2228 (+0.0028) 409.4 (2.0) 110.99 (+21.66)
cc-pwCVTZ-PP 2.1834 (0.0070) 423.7 (+4.8) 115.33 (+34.08)
cc-pwCVQZ-PP 2.1753 (0.0083) 425.5 (+4.1) 117.24 (+38.47)
cc-pwCV5Z-PP 2.1731 (0.0091) 426.3 (+4.3) 117.79 (+40.21)
CBS 2.1708 (0.0100) 427.2 (+4.4) 118.45 (+42.04)
calculations that correlate the (m1)sp electrons are considered
in Subsection IV B 2.
2. Core-valence correlation
The convergence of calculated spectroscopic constants
with both the cc-pCVnZ-PP and cc-pwCVnZ-PP sequences
of basis sets is shown in Table VII for the electronic ground
state (1Σ+) of KF. The aug-cc-pVnZ basis sets were used for
fluorine,49 all K electrons not replaced by the pseudopoten-
tial were included in the correlation treatment, and the F 1s
electrons were not correlated. The effect of correlating the
outer-core electrons on the spectroscopic constants is shown
in parentheses, and, as expected, convergence towards the CBS
limit with respect to zeta-level is faster with the weighted
CV sets. However, while the convergence with weighted core
valence basis sets is somewhat quicker and overall relatively
smooth, the core-valence effect still converges slowly; for
cc-pwCVQZ-PP, the effect is relatively well converged in
terms of re and ωe, but the effect on De is underestimated
by 3.57 kcal mol1. These results are in good agreement with
those of Iron et al. (at the QZ level) both in terms of abso-
lute values of the spectroscopic constants and the effect of
outer-core correlation.71
The overall magnitudes of the core-valence correction
to De in Table VII act as further evidence that correlating
the outer-core, (m1)sp, electrons is vital to producing accu-
rate results for chemical systems containing group 1 and 2
elements. In the case of KF, inspecting the reference Hartree-
Fock orbitals reveals that the 3a1 orbital (in C2v symmetry)
has non-negligible contributions from basis functions cen-
tered on both K and F, yet using a frozen-core definition
based on valence atomic orbitals means that this orbital is
not included in the CCSD(T) treatment. Although less dra-
matic, Tables S6 and S7 in the supplementary material also
show large core-valence effects on re (0.2402 Å) and ωe
(+49.8 cm1) for K2 (1Σ+g) and KH (1Σ+), respectively. The
latter results for KH mimic those reported previously using
preliminary versions of the present DK basis sets.72 This and
other ample evidence in the literature indicates that mean-
ingful calculations on molecules containing group 1 or 2
elements should always correlate the outer-core orbitals and
use a basis set that has been optimized for this purpose,
TABLE VIII. CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for CaO, RbF, and Cs2. All
electrons not replaced by a pseudopotential on group 1 and 2 elements have
been correlated.
Molecule Basis re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
CaO cc-pwCVDZ-PP 2.0187 418.1 67.60
cc-pwCVTZ-PP 1.8502 663.2 83.86
cc-pwCVQZ-PP 1.8348 705.0 90.72
cc-pwCV5Z-PP 1.8289 717.0 93.61
CBS 1.8223 732.8 96.41
Experimenta 1.8221 732.1 95.1b
RbF cc-pwCVDZ-PP 2.3262 354.2 111.48
cc-pwCVTZ-PP 2.2863 371.7 115.29
cc-pwCVQZ-PP 2.2757 373.8 117.22
cc-pwCV5Z-PP 2.2736 373.3 117.73
CBS 2.2719 372.8 118.33
Experimenta 2.2703 376 119.9c
Cs2 cc-pwCVDZ-PP 4.8316 32.8 9.38
cc-pwCVTZ-PP 4.6665 41.8 9.91
cc-pwCVQZ-PP 4.6446 42.5 10.05
cc-pwCV5Z-PP 4.6369 42.8 10.18
CBS 4.6290 43.0 10.31
Experimenta 4.649973 42.0 10.43d
aAll experimental data from Ref. 62 unless otherwise stated.
bD0 data from Ref. 65.
cD0 data from Ref. 61.
dDe data from Ref. 74.
such as the cc-pCVnZ-PP and cc-pwCVnZ-PP sets presented
here.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new cc-pwCVnZ-
PP basis sets, CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for the
diatomic molecules CaO, RbF, and Cs2 are presented in
Table VIII, with data for other homonuclear and heteronuclear
diatomic molecules tabulated in the supplementary material.
It can be seen that while convergence towards the CBS limit
generally follows a regular pattern, the rate of convergence
is relatively slow. Extrapolation to the CBS limit shows that
results at the 5Z level exhibit basis set errors of up to approx-
imately 8 mÅ in re, 16 cm1 in ωe, and 3 kcal mol1 in
De. Although the extrapolation formulae used to estimate the
CBS limits have not been well tested for molecules includ-
ing elements in this area of the periodic table, comparison
of the spectroscopic constants at the extrapolated CBS limit
with the experimental data in Table VIII generally indicates
excellent agreement. One exception to this is the CBS re
value for Cs2, which underestimates the fluorescence spec-
tra derived bond length of Ref. 73 by roughly 21 mÅ. As
the internuclear separation in Cs2 is relatively large, the addi-
tion of extra diffuse functions in the form of the aug-cc-
pwCVnZ-PP sets was also tested for this system, but the
estimated CBS limit for re remained essentially the same at
4.6288 Å.
Table VIII, S8, and S9 all indicate that the spectro-
scopic constants obtained with the cc-pwCVDZ-PP basis sets
are far from the CBS limit/experiment, and larger basis sets
should be used for reliable results. In particular, re and ωe
for RaO at the cc-pwCVDZ-PP level (see Table S9 in the
supplementary material) are poor, with the TZ quality basis
set reducing the bond length by almost 0.5 Å and the har-
monic frequency by over 600 cm1. Combined with the slow,
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but regular, convergence to the CBS limit, it is clear that
large basis sets, and preferably CBS extrapolation, should be
used for diatomics containing heavy alkali or alkaline earth
elements.
3. Scalar relativistic effects
In this work, the exponents of the primitive Gaussian func-
tions in the all-electron basis sets were optimized using the
DKH2 Hamiltonian for 4s and 5s elements, with the DKH3
Hamiltonian used for 6s and 7s. The same orders of DKH were
used for these elements in the calculation of spectroscopic con-
stants for the hydrides and fluorides shown in Tables IX and X,
respectively. As it has been established above that outer-core
correlation is vital to producing accurate data, only results
using the cc-pwCVnZ-DK series of basis sets (and correlat-
ing the outer-core electrons on group 1 and 2 elements) are
presented. Also shown are the differences in the spectroscopic
constants relative to those obtained using the PP based basis
set at the same zeta level, calculated as the PP result subtracted
from the DKH value (denoted ∆PP). It should be noted that
this comparison is not entirely a straightforward measure of
the PP approximation, for example, the PPs have been adjusted
based upon four-component results that include Breit interac-
tion terms,18,19 but the Breit interaction is not included in the
present DKH values.
For the hydrides in Table IX, it can be seen that conver-
gence of the DK spectroscopic constants towards the CBS limit
is slow, much as it is for the PP based basis sets. At the QZ
level, there is reasonably good agreement with available exper-
imental data.57–68,73–77 In the absence of experimental data for
FrH and RaH, the present results can be compared to theoret-
ical results of Koga et al.,22 which also used CCSD(T) with a
DKH3 Hamiltonian. These NOSeC-CV-qzp results fall some-
where between the cc-pwCVTZ-DK and cc-pwCVQZ-DK
values of the present work, suggesting that the NOSeC-CV sets
also converge slowly towards the CBS limit, potentially over-
estimating re and underestimating De. There is good agree-
ment between the two QZ level results for ωe, indicating they
TABLE IX. All-electron scalar-relativistica CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for the hydrides of the heavy alkali
and alkaline earth metals. Values in parentheses indicate the change in the spectroscopic constant relative to the
PP-based calculation.
Molecule Basisb re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
KH wCVDZ-DK 2.2832 (+0.0143) 926.8 (19.9) 34.54 (0.45)
wCVTZ-DK 2.2430 (+0.0023) 988.4 (+0.4) 40.42 (0.09)
wCVQZ-DK 2.2416 (+0.0042) 985.1 (4.4) 41.58 (0.05)
Experimentc 2.242 983.6 43.12d
CaH wCVDZ-DK 2.0334 (+0.0061) 1256.5 (8.7) 32.88 (0.20)
wCVTZ-DK 2.0103 (+0.0028) 1296.2 (3.4) 38.91 (+0.04)
wCVQZ-DK 2.0044 (+0.0021) 1299.5 (2.9) 40.28 (+0.11)
Experimentc 2.0025 1298.3 39.2
RbH wCVDZ-DK 2.4030 (0.0078) 887.8 (+23.5) 33.19 (0.04)
wCVTZ-DK 2.3699 (+0.0034) 936.5 (7.2) 39.03 (0.06)
wCVQZ-DK 2.3689 (+0.0032) 937.6 (0.6) 40.31 (+0.02)
Experimentc 2.367 936.9 41.6960
SrH wCVDZ-DK 2.1903 (0.0038) 1134.2 (+9.0) 31.30 (0.33)
wCVTZ-DK 2.1530 (0.0013) 1202.6 (1.9) 37.99 (+0.11)
wCVQZ-DK 2.1476 (0.0019) 1209.3 (+1.0) 39.59 (+0.26)
Experimentc 2.1456 1206.2 41.70
CsH wCVDZ-DK3 2.5537 (0.0058) 844.2 (+25.1) 33.34 (0.01)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.5093 (+0.0048) 887.4 (6.0) 39.95 (+0.21)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.5027 (+0.0073) 889.4 (5.0) 41.59 (+0.26)
Experimentc 2.4938 891.0 42.3075
BaH wCVDZ-DK3 2.3079 (0.0107) 1075.2 (+9.1) 35.65 (0.02)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.2531 (+0.0028) 1154.7 (4.1) 44.90 (+0.30)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.2383 (+0.0005) 1162.5 (5.5) 47.18 (+0.23)
Experimentc 2.231963 1168.463 46.764
FrH wCVDZ-DK3 2.6008 (0.0135) 845.5 (+27.3) 30.62 (0.43)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.5555 (0.0033) 884.7 (4.4) 36.86 (+0.15)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.5478 (0.0021) 893.2 (+1.1) 38.47 (+0.17)
Theoreticale 2.553 901 35.56
RaH wCVDZ-DK3 2.4149 (0.0181) 1020.8 (+27.3) 27.49 (0.34)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.3560 (0.0028) 1097.6 (2.8) 35.96 (+0.45)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.3430 (0.0046) 1110.6 (0.0) 38.05 (+0.44)
Theoreticale 2.350 1112 35.81
a4s and 5s containing hydrides calculated using DKH2, 6s and 7s using DKH3.
bThe cc-pVnZ-DK basis sets52 were used for H.
cAll experimental data from Ref. 62 unless otherwise stated.
dDe data quoted in Ref. 76.
eScalar-relativistic CCSD(T)/NOSec-CV-qzp results using DKH3 from Ref. 22.
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TABLE X. All-electron scalar-relativistica CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for the fluorides of the heavy alkali
and alkaline earth metals. Values in parentheses indicate the change in the spectroscopic constant relative to
PP-based calculation.
Molecule Basisb re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
KF wCVDZ-DK 2.2346 (+0.0118) 405.5 (3.9) 110.09 (0.90)
wCVTZ-DK 2.1865 (+0.0031) 424.3 (+0.6) 115.30 (0.02)
wCVQZ-DK 2.1775 (+0.0022) 425.4 (0.1) 117.18 (0.06)
Experimentc 2.1715 428.0 116.92d
CaF wCVDZ-DK 1.9989 (+0.0034) 573.9 (3.5) 119.03 (0.63)
wCVTZ-DK 1.9666 (+0.0018) 580.4 (1.6) 124.60 (0.07)
wCVQZ-DK 1.9581 (+0.0015) 586.0 (0.5) 127.17 (+0.07)
Experimentc 1.967 581.1 126.4e
RbF wCVDZ-DK 2.3227 (0.0006) 355.8 (+0.0) 110.36 (1.35)
wCVTZ-DK 2.2878 (+0.0013) 372.1 (0.1) 115.09 (1.07)
wCVQZ-DK 2.2777 (+0.0017) 372.1 (1.0) 117.03 (1.30)
Experimentc 2.2703 376 119.9d
SrF wCVDZ-DK 2.1223 (0.0027) 483.3 (6.0) 118.47 (1.33)
wCVTZ-DK 2.0912 (0.0040) 493.0 (3.1) 124.54 (+0.01)
wCVQZ-DK 2.0830 (0.0027) 499.5 (+0.0) 127.23 (+0.27)
Experimentc 2.0754 502.4 125.2
CsF wCVDZ-DK3 2.4240 (0.0086) 331.3 (1.1) 113.73 (1.77)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.3750 (+0.0023) 344.7 (+0.1) 119.38 (+0.17)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.3623 (+0.0028) 350.2 (+0.0) 121.95 (+0.28)
Experimentc 2.3453 352.6 122.68d
BaF wCVDZ-DK3 2.2375 (0.0107) 445.5 (5.4) 125.08 (1.11)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.1926 (+0.0007) 457.0 (+1.0) 133.12 (+0.09)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.1717 (0.0010) 463.8 (+0.4) 136.96 (+0.30)
Experimentc 2.162 468.9 134f
FrF wCVDZ-DK3 2.4896 (0.0166) 318.6 (+0.6) 108.80 (2.51)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.4324 (0.0065) 334.0 (+1.5) 114.65 (+0.14)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.4179 (0.0077) 337.5 (+0.0) 117.22 (+0.31)
Theoreticalg 2.417 339 115.19
RaF wCVDZ-DK3 2.3259 (0.0137) 413.3 (4.4) 115.05 (1.56)
wCVTZ-DK3 2.2697 (0.0089) 429.1 (+2.8) 123.47 (+0.79)
wCVQZ-DK3 2.2533 (0.0099) 435.0 (+2.4) 126.88 (+0.94)
Experiment . . . . . . . . .
a4s and 5s containing fluorides calculated using DKH2, 6s and 7s using DKH3.
bThe aug-cc-pVnZ-DK basis sets52 were used for F.
cAll experimental data from Ref. 62 unless otherwise stated.
dD0 from Ref. 61.
eD0 from Ref. 66.
fD0 from Ref. 68.
gScalar-relativistic CCSD(T)/NOSec-CV-qzp results using DKH3 from Ref. 22.
would converge to approximately the same value. Turning to
the difference between PP and DK results, ∆PP is typically
small for re and De, although the DZ level change in equilib-
rium bond length does reach a maximum magnitude of 1.81 pm
for RaH. The change in ωe is also large at the DZ level, and
in a number of cases, the difference at the QZ level can be in
the region of 5.0 cm1. A comparison of ∆PP between outer-
core and valence-only (see Table S10 in the supplementary
material) spectroscopic constants shows poor agreement,
which is unsurprising given the large impact of outer-core
correlation outlined above.
The results for the fluorides in Table X follow many of
the same trends as for the hydrides; the basis set conver-
gence is slow, but systematic in terms of re and De, with
relatively good agreement between QZ and available exper-
imental data. Again, there are no experimental data available
for the diatomics containing Fr or Ra, and previous theoretical
data for FrF overestimate the bond length and underestimate
the dissociation energy. Although the work of Koga et al.
lists spectroscopic constants for RaF,22 they are exactly the
same as those for SrF and thus have not been included in
Table X. An inspection of the ∆PP differences at the QZ level
shows that the magnitude of the effect on re is in the region
of 2–10 mÅ, 0.1–2.4 cm1 on ωe, and 0.06–1.30 kcal mol1
for De.
Table XI displays the spectroscopic constants for the
ground states of CaO, RbF, and Cs2 calculated using the
X2C scalar-relativistic Hamiltonian. For the group 1 or 2
elements, the basis sets developed in this work, and con-
tracted specifically for use in X2C calculations, have been
used, with cc-pVnZ-DK and aug-cc-pVnZ-DK basis sets for
oxygen and fluorine, respectively.52 To demonstrate the dif-
ference in calculated spectroscopic constants due to choice
of scalar-relativistic Hamiltonian, the values in parentheses
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TABLE XI. All-electron X2C scalar-relativistic CCSD(T) spectroscopic constants for the ground states of CaO,
RbF, and Cs2. Values in parentheses indicate the change in the spectroscopic constant relative to DKH-based
calculations (DKH2 for CaO and RbF, DKH3 for Cs2).a
Molecule Basis re (Å) ωe (cm1) De (kcal mol1)
CaO cc-pwCVDZ-X2C 2.0233 (+0.0001) 418.6 (0.7) 67.11 (+0.01)
cc-pwCVTZ-X2C 1.8459 (0.0000) 673.2 (0.0) 84.55 (0.00)
cc-pwCVQZ-X2C 1.8319 (+0.0001) 712.2 (+0.1) 91.77 (+0.08)
RbF cc-pwCVDZ-X2C 2.3227 (0.0000) 355.8 (+0.1) 110.36 (0.00)
cc-pwCVTZ-X2C 2.2878 (0.0000) 372.1 (0.0) 115.09 (0.01)
cc-pwCVQZ-X2C 2.2777 (0.0000) 372.2 (0.1) 117.02 (0.01)
Cs2 cc-pwCVDZ-X2C 4.7910 (+0.0001) 38.8 (0.0) 8.79 (0.00)
cc-pwCVTZ-X2C 4.6909 (+0.0001) 41.6 (0.0) 9.76 (0.00)
cc-pwCVQZ-X2C 4.6597 (+0.0004) 42.8 (+0.4) 10.14 (0.00)
aaug-cc-pVnZ-DK basis sets were used for O and F.
show the change relative to DKH calculations using the
DKH basis sets (DKH result subtracted from X2C). Although
changes in absolute energies can be reasonably large, it can
be seen for the systems chosen, the effect on the spectro-
scopic constants is insignificant relative to the large basis set
effect.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Correlation consistent basis sets have been developed
for the heavy alkali (K–Fr) and alkaline earth (Ca–Ra) met-
als, one series (double- to quintuple-zeta quality) is based
on the small-core relativistic PPs of Lim et al.,18,19 while
scalar-relativistic all-electron sets (double- to quadruple-zeta)
have been optimized and contracted for either DKH or X2C
Hamiltonians. Sets for valence (ms) correlation are denoted
cc-pVnZ-PP and cc-pVnZ-(DK,DK3/X2C), and sets for outer-
core (m1sp) and valence correlation are reported that are
denoted cc-pwCVnZ-PP and cc-pwCVnZ-(DK,DK3/X2C). In
the PP case, basis sets optimized using an older style core-
valence objective function are also presented and are denoted
cc-pCVnZ-PP.
Coupled cluster benchmark calculations have been car-
ried out for ionization potentials and electron affinities of
the alkali metals and for the first two ionization potentials of
the alkaline earth metals. Correlation of the outer-core elec-
trons is important for the accurate calculation of IPs, while
augmentation with additional diffuse functions was neces-
sary to produce reliable EAs. The new sets have also been
used in extensive calculations of spectroscopic constants for
diatomic molecules. In all cases, at least one of the properties of
equilibrium bond length, harmonic frequency, or dissociation
energy was strongly affected by correlation of the outer-core
electrons of the group 1 or 2 elements, indicating, perhaps
unsurprisingly, that these electrons should be routinely corre-
lated. The convergence of the spectroscopic properties towards
the CBS limit was slow, and extrapolation to the CBS limit
using QZ and 5Z quality basis sets was necessary for good
agreement with experimental data. The all-electron basis sets
(-DK and -DK3) were also used in calculation of spectro-
scopic constants for the group 1 and 2 hydrides and fluo-
rides, with much the same trends observed as in the PP-based
calculations.
The basis sets developed in this work are provided in the
supplementary material and will also be made available from
the correlation consistent basis set repository,78 as well as the
basis set library of molpro.30
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for Tables S1–S11, which
provide additional details on the basis set compositions of this
work, and more extensive CCSD(T) benchmark calculations.
All of the basis sets of this work are also included.
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